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IDEAS



Close relationship between Speech and Music

Prosody: “the music of everyday speech”

Ideas



Conversation = improvisation

Bakhtin: Speech genres correspond to social situations
Expression gives utterances context and thereby meaning/sense:

- Rubato : personal, intimate
- Monotonous: formal, representative
- High register, dynamic: to children (or patronizing)

Improvisation = social situation

Improvisation as dialogue



Source material: conversations

Speech genres / social settings
smalltalk; telephone call; interrogation; quarrel; confession; public debate; 
baby talk; pillow talk; gossiping; etc.

Sources 

public recordings, own recordings, reality-TV, linguistic corpora, 
surveillance recordings, telephone recordings, documentaries.



Context

Speech and music – long tradition
Antique rhetoric – Baroque klangrede – Electroacoustic music

Current field
Cathy Lane: lists 19 different ways speech has been used in music

Peter Ablinger; Paul Lansky; Robert Ashley; Laurie Anderson; Jaap Blonk;
Alessandro Bosetti; TrevorWishart; Steve Reich; Jason Moran; Jonathan Harvey;
Glenn Gould, Aperghis, Berio, Ligeti, Schwitters, Eimert, Stockhausen; a.o.



The “Orchestra”



System for real time “orchestration”

Idea-driven system
System for analysing and deconstructing musical structures from speech, 
abstracted, transformed and orchestrated as music in real time.

Instrument
Instrument-like system (musical and scientific)

Software environment
Developed in Max/MSP using FTM&Co and Mubu libraries from IRCAM



Analysis

Epoch-based	syllable	segmenta3on	based	on	zero	frequency	resonator	filtering	
(B.	Yegnanarayana	and	S.	V	Gangashe2y,	“Epoch-based	analysis	of	speech	signals”)	



Analysis
Segmentation:  syllables (vowels); stress; accents; phrases; pauses; sibilants

Descriptors: Pitch (f0); centroid; spectrum (fft/lpc); 

partials (harmonics, formants), voice quality (harmonic slope)

Transformation: 

Cepstral smoothing, frequency/amplitude smoothing of spectrum/partials
Transposition, scaling, arpeggiating of partials

Tempo detection, tempo smoothing, quantization of segments

Secondary voices: diminution(subdivision)/augmentation etc



Corpus organization
Speech: organized thought
Music: organized sound

Alternative organization
-  Association / Similarity

-  Repetition / variation
-  Fragmentation Syllables	in	a	space	of	pitch	(ver3cal),		

speech	rate	(horizontal),	and	vocal	effort	(colour)		



Likelihood and machine learning

Machine learning in improvisation
Huge field, many approaches

Markov chains
Probable variations of sequences

Generalized phrases, no identifiable source



Probaility and improvisation

Dadaist speech-recognition system
Provides probable prosodic/musical responses/continuations

Does not care about semantic content

Interaction/query = unknown response
Facilitates improvisation

Meta-dialogue between speech and music





Corpus
analysed segments: 
phrases; motifs; syllables

Recordings
offl ine analysis;
segmentation

Live input
live analysis;
segmentation

Markov Models
pitch; duration, amplitude; 
vocal effort; slope; tempo

Player A
poly pitch synch 
granular synthesis

Analysis (continuous)
spectrum, pitch, effort, tempo, voiced/unvoiced,
segments (syllable, stress, accent, phrase, pause, noise)

Multichannel output 4 speakers + 12 exciters––>acoustic instruments

Resynthesis
partials; formants; 
smooth; quantize

MIDI “drum synth”
stress; accent;
syllable; noise

Player B
poly pitch synch
granular synthesis

Mirror/Reco
rd Query





SOUND



Sound realms
Sound = meaning

Speaker mediated sound (virtual space) vs acoustic sound (real space)
Voice (particular person) vs instrument (generic object)

Acoustic/electroacoustic/digital hybrid
Acoustic instrument as loudspeakers – musical framing of sound
Embodiment of disembodied voices

Orchestra
Both metaphorical (“orchestrated”) and actual orchestra





MUSIC



Musical ideas

Prosodic phenomena, musical character, 
instrumentation, musical ideas, technical possibilities, 
sound combinations, etc

Continuum between continuously fluctuating 
character of speech and the discrete and stylized 
sounds associated with formalized music (e.g. piano)



Perception
Focus of perception

Semantic vs musical content (different brain halves?)

Time perception
Narrative forward motion (story)
Standstill (space rather than time)
Attentive (“accentuated present”, alert interaction)
Repetition (cyclical time)

Sound / Source
Gesture (intent), utterance
Speaker/voice/instrument/acoustic/synthetic/space
Formalized/stylized music vs flowing continuous stream of speech
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